Elizabeth Weiland  
Hillman, MI  
#VICTORS2021  
College of LSA:  
Secondary Education

Erin Kiessling  
Traverse City, MI  
#VICTORS2020  
College of LSA:  
Undeclared

Ethan Hopper  
Canton, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
Ford School of Public Policy:  
Public Policy

Geoff Gamm  
Novi, MI  
#VICTORS2018  
Ford School of Public Policy:  
Public Policy

Dave Dorsky  
Hastings-on-Hudson, NY  
#VICTORS2020  
College of LSA:  
Screen Arts and Cultures; Psychology

Logan Tidstrom  
Boulder, CO  
#VICTORS2020  
College of LSA:  
Computer Science

Lily Matlof  
Palo Alto, CA  
#VICTORS2020  
College of LSA:  
Earth and Environmental Sciences, Minor in Environment

Kemi Dauda  
Detroit, MI  
#VICTORS2021  
College of LSA:  
Psychology

Hevhynn Jackson  
Southfield, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of LSA:  
Women's Studies

Jon George  
Farmington Hills, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of LSA:  
Political Science and Biomolecular Science

Jonathan Mei  
Canton, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of Engineering:  
Mechanical Engineering

Josh Nichols  
Belleville, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of LSA:  
Neuroscience; International Studies

Leila Alidoost  
Montclair, NJ  
#VICTORS2021  
College of LSA:  
Undeclared

Kyle Reibock  
Glen Ellyn, IL  
#VICTORS2020  
College of LSA:  
Secondary Education Biology, Minors in History and Chemistry

Leila Alidoost  
Montclair, NJ  
#VICTORS2021  
College of LSA:  
Undeclared

Lily Matlof  
Palo Alto, CA  
#VICTORS2020  
College of LSA:  
Earth and Environmental Sciences, Minor in Environment

Logan Tidstrom  
Boulder, CO  
#VICTORS2020  
College of LSA:  
Computer Science

Luis Orozco  
Canton, MI  
#VICTORS2017  
Ross School of Business:  
Business

Hevhynn Jackson  
Southfield, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of LSA:  
Women's Studies

Jon George  
Farmington Hills, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of LSA:  
Political Science and Biomolecular Science

Jonathan Mei  
Canton, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of Engineering:  
Mechanical Engineering

Josh Nichols  
Belleville, MI  
#VICTORS2019  
College of LSA:  
Neuroscience; International Studies
Scarlett Bickerton
St. Louis, MO
#VICTORS2020
School of Kinesiology:
Movement Science

Sangam Munsiff
Pittsford, NY
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Mechanical Engineering

Madi Lynch
Downers Grove, IL
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Chemical Engineering

Mara McLean
Grosse Pointe Park, MI
#VICTORS2018
Ross School of Business:
Business Administration,
Minor in Art History

Michael Olmsted
Grand Blanc, MI
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Computer Science

Lynn Chen
Shanghai, China
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Chemical Engineering

Noah Harrison
Fort Collins, CO
#VICTORS2020
College of LSA:
Undeclared

Madi Lynch
Downers Grove, IL
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Chemical Engineering

Mara McLean
Grosse Pointe Park, MI
#VICTORS2018
Ross School of Business:
Business Administration,
Minor in Art History

Megan Wampler
Helena, MT
#VICTORS2018
College of LSA:
Earth and Evolutionary Biology, PitE

Noah Harrison
Fort Collins, CO
#VICTORS2020
College of LSA:
Undeclared

Rachel Taylor
Marion, IL
#VICTORS2017
College of LSA:
Biopsychology, Cognition,
and Neuroscience

Rohan Sinha
Bloomfield Hills, MI
#VICTORS2018
Ross School of Business:
Business Administration

Rowan Brady
Traverse City, MI
#VICTORS2019
College of LSA:
Environmental Science

Noah Barry
Battle Creek, MI
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Industrial and Operations Engineering

Samantha Steele
Kinnelon, NJ
#VICTORS2020
College of LSA:
Program in the Environment

Sarah Kleppe
Maplewood, NJ
#VICTORS2020
College of LSA:
Life Science Informatics

Sabrina Archer
Newberry, MI
#VICTORS2019
College of LSA:
Neuroscience

Sangam Munsiff
Pittsford, NY
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Mechanical Engineering

Samantha Steele
Kinnelon, NJ
#VICTORS2020
College of LSA:
Program in the Environment

Sarah Kleppe
Maplewood, NJ
#VICTORS2020
College of LSA:
Life Science Informatics

Scarlett Bickerton
St. Louis, MO
#VICTORS2020
School of Kinesiology:
Movement Science
Sommer Albert
Twinsburg, OH
#VICTORS2020
College of LSA:
Psychology and Gender/Health, Minor in LGBTQ+ Studies and Sexuality

Sydney Whack
Southfield, MI
#VICTORS2019
College of LSA:
Biopsychology, Cognition and Neuroscience

Victoria Bergeron
Houston, TX
#VICTORS2020
College of Engineering:
Industrial and Operations Engineering